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Acquiring HP certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like HP0-P13 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
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Question: 1
Which functions are provided by Integrity Virtual Machines but not by hard partitions?
A. failover protection for high availability
B. ability to run multiple operating systems simultaneously
C. electrical isolation
D. dynamic resource allocation
Answer: D
Question: 2
Which statement is true regarding I/O technologies in HP Integrity servers?
A. PCIe uses a dual simplex point-to-point topology to move data.
B. PCI-X and PCIe support complex routing.
C. PCI, PCI-X, and PCIe use parallel buses.
D. PCI and PCIe are connector-compatible.
Answer: A
Question: 3
You are designing a solution for a customer runningWindows on an Integrity rx3600 who is
looking for a file serving and shared storage system that is easy to deploy. The customer's
business requires a solution that ships standard with integrated data protection and a capacity of
more than 3TB.
Which HP storage solution should you recommend?
A. AiO1200 Storage System
B. SB600c Storage Blade
C. MSA2000i Storage System
D. DL380 G5 Storage Server
Answer: A
Question: 4
To simplify storage management for an HP Integrity rx2660 customer with limited system
administration staff, you design a SAN solution that automates repetitive array processes. On
which HP StorageWorks disk array system should you base your design?
A. MSA2000i
B. EVA4400
C. XP24000
D. EFS Clustered Gateway
Answer: B
Question: 5
You are planning a BladeSystem solution for a customer who wants to populate a c7000
enclosure with one Integrity BL860c server blade and one BL870c server blade. The customer
also wants one SB600c storage blade, and one StorageWorks Ultrium tape blade to provide
direct attach tape backup capability for the BL860c.
What must you remember when designing this configuration?
A. You must connect the storage blade and the tape blade to the same server blade.
B. HP Data Protector Express Single Server Edition must be purchased separately.
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